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possessed. 2 Moscow has also
reportedly renewed its aid to
Iran's atomic energy program,
which many in the West fear
could assist Tehran in develop~
ing nuclear weapons. 3 [n March
200 I, Iranian President
.Mohammed
Khatami visited
Mark N. Katz
Russia where he and Russian
C/orgl Mason Uni~trSily
President Vladimir Putin signed
ince the closing months of a bilateral cooperation pact. 4
2000, Russia and Iran have And these moves, sources in
both countries intimate, are just
dramatically increased
their collaboration in sev~
the beginning of what each see
as a long~term partnership.
eral areas. Last November. the
Russian government announced
it would no longer abide by the
The prospect that Russian help may
1995 agreement between then
put Iran in a better position to
U.s. Vice President AI Gore and
acquire nuclear weapons is especially
then Russian Prime Minister
frightening. An Iran fortified with
Victor Chernomyrdin in which
Russian weapons is likely to act in a
Moscow pledged to halt further
more hostile fashion toward American
arms sales to Tehran. I Various
allies and interests in the region. In
sources indicated that Russia
addition. increased Russian cooperamight sell [ran advanced surface~ tion with Iran is part of a broader pat~
to-air missiles, ground attack air- tern of increased Russian cooperation
craft. helicopters, tanks. and
with other anti-American governments.
spare parts for the Russian-built
including those of China. North Korea.
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that increa~ed Russian·lranian coopera· hurt the West but benefits it. 8
tion, especially in the military and
nuclear realms, has become a source,
espite these shared interests, there
"of great concern to the United States,"
are some important differences
between Moscow and Tehran. Foremost
as a U.S. State Department spokesman
is the disputed ownership of the
stated. 6
Part of the
Caspian Sea's vast
motivation for this
petroleum reserves.
The three newly indeMoscow·Tehran partnerpendent republics of
ship is a shared desire
to limit the influence of
Azerbaijan,
Turkmenistan, and
the United States and
its allies (especially
Kazakhstan-off whose
Turkey) in the former
coasts much of the
Soviet republics of both
petroleum lies-argue
the Caucasus and
that the Caspian
should be divided on a
Central Asia. But there
territorial basis, like
are other motivations
other seas. By confor Russian·lranian
trast, Iran (which
cooperation besides
apparently has very litshared anti·American
tle petroleum lying off
aims. Tehran has not
its Caspian coast)
supported the Chechen
. argues that thiS body of water is not a
rebels seeking secession from Russia
sea. but a lake, and thus its resources
while Moscow has not supported Azeri
should be divided equally among the
or other secessionist groups in [ran. 7
states bordering it, as with other lakes.
Each seems to fear that the success of
The Russian government originally supsecessionists in the other country
ported the Iranian argument. But when
would only encourage their own secessubstantial petroleum deposits were
sionist movements.
found off its own Caspian coast.
urthermore, Moscow and Tehran are
Moscow switched its position. Iran con·
cooperating to contain the Talibantinues to insist that since there are now
five states bordering the Caspian. it is
the radical Islamic movement that has
captured most of Afghanistan. Each
entitled to 20 percent of its resources.
country has reason to fear the virulently The other Caspian states disagree. 9 The
anti-Russian as well as anti-Shia (the
fear is that unless all five states can
branch of Islam to which the Iranian
come to a mutual agreement on this
leadership and most-but not allissue, potential Western partners will
Iranians adhere), Sunni·fundamentalist
not risk the capital (of which none of
Taliban. Both also seek to stem the flow the Caspian states possesses enough)
of narcotics coming out of Afghanistan
needed to bring Caspian oil to market.
into Iran and the former USSR. It is this
Moreover. although Moscow is
sort of Russian-Iranian cooperation that pursuing friendlier relations with
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increased cooperation with the government of President Saddam Hussein in
Iraq. 10 Likewise. while Moscow is sympathetic to the Arab side in the ArabIsraeli dispute, it is not implacably
anti-Israeli like Tehran. Moscow may
have initially courted Israel in the
Gorbachev era as a way to improve
relations with the United States, yet
relatively warm Russian-Israeli ties
have survived the recent downturn in
Russian-AmeriCan relations. I I Finally,
there are indications that Moscow and
Tehran are competing for influence in
Tajikistan-the one former Soviet
Central Asian republic where the predominant language, Tajik. is akin to
FarsL'2
ow serious is this new RussianIranian partnership? Are Moscow
and Tehran surriciently determined to
pursue their joint interests that they
will be able to overcome the differences
between them? Or will these differences prove to be obstacles to anything
but limited cooperation between them?
Some indication about the
strength of their partnership can be
obtained by examining how Russians
and Iranians themselves assess its
prospects. There is not a single Russian
or a single Iranian view about this
issue. Despite the persistence of government control and self-censorship in
Iran and their revival in Russia. the
press in both countries expresses a
variety of viewpoints ranging from conservative to reformist. What follows
here is an overview summary and
analysis of how the emerging MoscowTehran partnership is viewed by
Russian reformists. Russian conservatives. Iranian reformists, and Iranian
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conservatives.

Russian Reformists
ussian reformists see partnership
with the West as being in Moscow's
best interests. The West has the ability
to provide Russia with greater amounts
of aid and investment than can be
obtained from selling arms or nuclear
know-how to Iran and other states hostile toward Washington. Furthermore,
Russian reformers want Russia to
become part of the West politically as
well as economically. 13 In particular.
the reformists desire a strategic partnership with the United States. lit
Russian reformers may not like
some American foreign policies. such
as the expansion of NATO or the bombing of Serbia, but they do not view
them as a threat to Russia. Even if the
United States posed a danger, however,
one leading reformist-Sergei Rogov.
the director Moscow's USA and Canada
Institute- has warned that "antiAmerican forces would not prove to be
worthwhile allies in any renewed
Russian confrontation with America
and the West. .. 15 Indeed, many reformers have increasingly come to believe
that their main opponent in the future
is not the West but China,I6
Not only do most reformers
regard Iran as a country that cannot or
will not assist Russia should it ever
need its help,I7 some even fearthat
the weapons Moscow sells to Tehran
will someday be used against Russia.
For Russian reformers. the benefits
associated with a Russian-Iranian partnershi~ are far outweighed by its
costs. 8
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hat being said, however. Russian

Treformers often see Moscow moving
closer to Tehran as a way to get
Washington to pay more attention to
Moscow. As one journalist stated in a
December 2000 article on RussianIranian relations: "The past several
years have shown that you get more
from the Americans precisely when you
take a hard-line position.-1 9 Thus, any
move by the reformers toward a
Russian~lranian partnership is attractive
only as a tactical ploy to improve
Russian-American relations and not as
.an end in itself. Should the Russian
reformers ever regain power, they can
be expected to de~emphasize partnership with Tehran. At present, however, it
is not the reformers who have power in
Russia but tne conservatives.

Russian Conservatives
ost Russian conservatives do not

M value Western-style democracy.
Many do not want to see the development of a free market. Others who do
want a free-market economy believe
that an authoritarian government could
promote capitalism more successfully
than a democratic one in Russia. But
whatever their political and economic
predilections. almost all Russian conservatives want more than anything else
to re-establish Russia as a great power
in the eyes of the rest of the world.
Russian conservatives identify
the United States as their country's
principal adyersary. They still feel genuinely threatened by the expansion of
NATO as well as the U.S.-led NATO
bombardment of Serbia. Russian conservatives worry that since the United
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States succeeded in forcing a Serbian
withdrawal from Kosovo, maybe it will
try to force a Russian withdrawal from
Chechnya-and succeed there too. The
nightmare vision for Russian conservatives is that Chechen secession will
lead to the unravel ins of the entire
Russian Federation. 2
To prevent this, Russian con.
servatives want Moscow to rebuild their
country's military strength. They realize,
however, that Russia's economic woes
will not allow this to occur any time
soon, but even a weak Russia can ally
with other governments opposed to
American hegemony, If Russia could put
together and lead an alliance of several
anti-American governments (such as
China. India. and Iran). Moscow would
go a long way toward re-establishing its
importance in the world. 21
ussian conservatives, therefore, see
Russian-Iranian partnership, especially in the military realm, as something advantageous to Moscow.
Although fearful of rising Islamic fundamentalist opposition in the former
USSR. they do not see Iran as abetting
it. They understand that Iran's Shiite,
Farsi-speaking rulers have little in common with the largely Sunni. Turkic
Muslims who live in Russia and most of
Central Asia. While American conservatives regard Iran as a threat. Russian
conservatives regard it as a relatively
rich but weak country and hence an
ideal aJly.22
Far from worrying, like Russian
reformers, about the negative American
reaction to increased Russian-Iranian
cooperation, Russian conservatives
appear to take delight in Washington's
discomfiture over it. It is precisely those
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aspects of Russian-Iranian cooperation
which bother Washington the mostthe sale of arms and nuclear know·
how-which Russian conservatives
wish to increase further.
Yet while Russian conservatives value Iran as an ally against the
United States, they do not value it
highly enough to forego pursuing certain policies which Tehran disapproves

of-such as selling arms to Iraq.23
Russian conservatives have also shown
little inclination so far to accommodate Tehran's demand for a 20 percent
share of the Caspian Sea's petroleum
resources. 24
n addition, while Russian conserva-

Itives see Iran as an ally against the
United States, they do not want to see
Russian-American relations deteriorate
into a new Cold War. As one of the
leading Russian foreign policy conservatives, Karen Brutents wrote, ·what
we need is to keep open the possibility
of choice in the international arena
without actually making a choice:'25

.

Since Moscow lost the previous Cold
War when it was strong, conservatives
have no illusions that Russia can win a
new one now when it is weak. Like
Russian reformers. Russian conservatives see a growing partnership with
Tehran as a way to get Washington to
take Moscow more seriously.
But while Russian conservatives want Moscow to have the free·
dom to maneuver between Washington
on the one hand and anti·American
governments like Tehran on the other,
. they do not really want the Iranians to
have this same freedom. Indeed,
Russian conservatives fear that the
Iranian government (whether the present revolutionary regime or a possible
post-revolutionary one) will seize
whatever opportunity arises for Tehran
to Improve its ties with the United
States. Once an Iranian-American rapprochement does occur, they fear,
,Tehran will have little further need for
or interest in partnership with
Moscow.26

Iranian Reformers
The improvement in IranianAmerican relations that Russian conservatives fear is exactly what Iranian
reformers are seeking. What Iranian
reformers want more than anything
else is democratization and they
believe that improving IranianAmerican relations is the best way to
bring about that goal. However. Iranian
reformers understand that this
improvement will not occur until
Washington and Tehran are able to
resolve their many differences.
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cor example, Washington objects to
Iranian support for terrorism (i.e..
Israel's armed opponents such as
Hezballah i'n Lebanon), Iranian opposition to the American-sponsored ArabIsraeli peace process. and Iranian
efforts to obtain weapons of mass
destruction. Tehran wants the United
States to release Iranian assets frozen
by Washington since the seizure of the
American Embassy in Tehran in 1979.
to remove Iran from the State
Department's list of countries declared
to be supporting terrorism, and to end
economic sanctions. Tehran also
demands that Washington cease interfering in Iran's internal affairs and
withdraw its military forces from the
Persian Gulf. 27
The problem Iranian reformers
face is that any attempt that they
might be willing to make to accommodate Washington would not only be
blocked by Iranian conservatives. but
would be seized upon by them to marginalize. oust. or imprison the reformers proposing them. 28 For despite the
electoral victory of the Iranian reformers. Iranian conservatives have been
able to make use of continued IranianAmerican hostility to retain considerable control over Iran and have no
interest in seein~ Iran progress toward
democratization. 9
ccordingly. what Iranian reformers
want is for Washington to soften its
conditions for improving ties as well as
to meet some of the conditions posed
by Tehran. 30 They hope such actions
would serve to undercut their conservative opponents. Washington, however. has been unwilling to move very far
in this direction. The administration of
former U.S. President Bill Clinton
ended the ban on importing certain
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Iranian products. but not Iran's most
important one-oil. Indeed. with the
passage of the Iran-Libya Sanctions
Act of 1996. American sanctions
against the Iranian petroleum sector
became even tougher. 31
Given the current political situation. Iranian reformers hope to
induce Washington to accommodate
their wishes through partnership with
Russia. Like Russian reformers, Iranian
reformers seem to believe that
America on Iy makes concessions to
countries that pose a serious threat to
its interests. ThiS belief was undoubtedly reinforced when Washington
offered a generous aid package to
North Korea in response to its acquisition of nuclear weapons. If Iran by
itself does not threaten the United
States sufficiently to induce
Washington to make concessions. they
apparently hope that en Iran allied
with Russia will. Indeed, it has been
rumored in the Middle East that the
administration of U.S. President
George Bush has begun a "secret dialogue" with Iran. 32
For Iranian reformers, then.
partnership with Russia is valuable
mainly as a tactical ploy to improve
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relations with the West and not as an
end in itself. But while stronger than
their Russian counterparts, Iranian
reformers have less say over Tehran's
foreign policy than do Iranian conservatives.

Iranian Conservatives
ranian conservatives do not wish to

Isee rapprochement between
Washington and Tehran. In their eyes,
American hostility toward Tehran combined with U.S. support for Israel make
Washington Iran's principal enemy.3 3
Iranian conservatives blame
Washington for the 1980 attack by
Hussein that launched the Iran-Iraq
war. They see Washington as being
"behind" Afghanistan's virulently antiShia Taliban. 34 They even believe
Iranian reformers are American
agents. 35 Not suprisingly, Iranian conservatives do not view the United
States as a country with which it is possible to have good relations.
Unlike their reform-minded
counterparts, Iranian conservatives do
not view partnership with Russia as
merely a tactical ploy to improve relations with America. They want it to be a
long-term, strategic partnership
instead. They view Russia as a source
of sophisticated military hardware,
especially after Putin's late 2000 withdrawal from the 1995 GoreChernomyrdin agreement. Further, the
Iranian conservatives are keenly attracted to Putin's call (or an anti-American,
anti-NATO counter-alliance. 36 Of the
four groups discussed here. it is the
Iranian conservatives who seem the
most enthusiastic about the desirability of and potential for Russian-Iranian
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strategic partnership.37
Despite this, Iranian conservatives generally have a negative and suspicious view of Russia. Even in the few
months leading up to Khatami's March
200 I visit to Russia, the conservative
press in Iran was especially critical of
Moscow. Conservative commentators
note that relations between Moscow
and Tehran were traditionally poor
right up to the time that the USSR collapsed. Furthermore. they view the
anti-American Russian conservatives as
unreliable allies, citing YugoslaVia as
the proof. As stated in a December
2000 article (bluntly titled. "Russia Is
Not Trustworthy"):
Russia will never sacrifice her
own national interests in order to safeguard other countries' security. A study
of Russian relations with Yugoslavia
during the past few years will clearly
prove this point. Yugoslavia was one
of Russia's traditional allies and was
very close to Moscow. Nevertheless,
Russia left YugoslaVia alone in its war
with NATO. and was not prepared to
sacrifice her own national interests in
order to assist Belgrade. 38
hile Iranian conservatives have litW
tle sympathy for Yugoslavia. the
implication of their analysis is clear: If
Moscow could abandon these other
allies. it could abandon Tehran too.
Iranian conservatives also critidze Russia over its stance to divide the
Caspian Sea's petroleum resources, to
cooperate with Israel. and to maintain
its positive relationship with Iraq.39
Although the Iranian government has
largely ignored Moscow'S efforts to prevent Chechen secession, Iranian conservative commentators have roundly
condemned Moscow for its oppression
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of Muslims in Russia. 40 The Voice of
the Islamic Republic of Iran radio station in Mashad has been highly critical
of Russian policy in former Soviet
Central Asia and expressed sympathy
for the Islamic Movement of
Uzbekistan. 41 The fact that this station
broadcasts in Uzbek as well as in Farsi
suggests that the conservatives who
run it are attempting to propagate an
anti-Russian viewpoint in Central Asia.
Finally, some Iranian commentators
have expressed the suspicion that
Moscow is only cooperating with
Tehran in order to get better terms from
Washington, and thus is not truly interested in a long-term strategic partnership with Iran. 42
This indicates that the Iranian
conservatives who distrust the United
States also distrust Russia. While they
would like to see a strategic partnership develop between Moscow and
Tehran, they understand that there are
many important differences between
the two countries, which place definite
limitations on how far their partnership
can proceed.

but they have not shown a willingness
to accommodate or trust the other side
sufficiently to bring this about. Russian
conservatives are not willing to accommodate Iranian demands for sharing
the Caspian Sea's petroleum resources
or to forego improving relations with
Iran's foes in both Iraq and Israel. And
while Iranian conservatives are happy
to cooperate with Russia wherever possible, they recognize that there are
many differences between the two
countries and are extremely skeptical
about Russia's reliability as an ally.
If anything, Russians and
Iranians of all stripes seem to recognize
that their partnership is more a commercial arrangement than a militarypolitical alliance. Iran is one of only a
few countries both willing and able to
buy arms and nuclear know-how from
cash-strapped Russia. Russia is one of
only a few countries willing and able to
sell these goods to Iran's relatively
wealthy but isolated regime. It is
doubtful. though, whether their trade
relationship can deepen into an
alliance.

Conclusion

Tsell arms to anyone willing to buy
them, including Tehran's opponents.

his examination of how reformers

and conservatives in both Russia
T
and Iran view the relationship between
their two countries suggests that the
potential for Moscow-Tehran partnership has serious limitations. Reformers
in both countries see Russian-Iranian
partnership as a tactic for improving
their countries' relations with the
United States and not as an end in
itself. Conservatives on both sides
would like to see their partnership
develop into an anti-American alliance,
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he Iranians know that Moscow will

The United Arab Emirates, which has
been embroiled in a territorial dispute
with Iran over three islands in the
Persian Gulf since 1971, is a major
buyer of Russian weapons. 41 More ominously, Iranians are aware that Russia
is selling weapons to their Iraqi foes
despite UN sanctions against Baghdad
and that these sales will undoubtedly
increase dramaticalz whenever the
sanctions are lifted. 4 Similarly, the
Russians are aware that Iran will not
limit itself to purchasing arms from
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